Detailed explanation of main features in IPC360 APP

Content:
1. Inserting SD card
2. Alert settings
3. Video playback
4. Panoramic navigation
5. Camera sharing
6. Video Encryption
7. APP language
8. Firmware updates
9. All day recording
10. Set a time for shooting angels
11. Alexa setting
12. ONVIF settings
13. Model of the LED Control (Only some models support)

1. Inserting SD Card -- Videos of all day recording will be saved in SD card automatically.
   1) Compatible with micro SD card or TF card up to 64 GB.
      We highly suggest you using high speed SD card -- Class 10 or above and please format the SD Card in the app after inserting.
   2) For resetting the camera, please press the reset button for 3 second, and then you will hear “di, di” sound, which means that the camera is reset successfully and waiting for connection.
      The reset button and SD card slot are in the back of the camera, please refer to below picture.
      **NOTE:** Please **power off** the camera before inserting/removing the micro SD card. Failure to do so may result in damages to the camera or memory card.
2. Alert setting
Two modes of alarm:
1) Infrared Alert (PIR): When you select Infrared Alert on, camera focus more on animal and people thus decrease unnecessary alerts.
2) Motion Detected: When you set Motion Detection on, camera will monitor all moving objects. If you want to adjust the detection time and sensitivity, please click “Alarm Time And Sensibility”.

- Infrared (PIR) Alert (Only HD06-1080P-P support)

- Motion Detected
3. Video Playback
After SD card is inserted, the app is able to playback recorded video footage.

Go to the page of live view. Choose the date of video “” and drag timeline “” to the time period of playback. Video footage is displayed in blue. If you do not see blue parts, please remove the card and insert again.

4. Panoramic navigation
Getting a panoramic picture of the camera's surrounding.
Click the 360° rotation icon and tap at “try now” to take 15 pictures and create navigation.
5. Camera sharing
Sharing camera to max 5 guest accounts. Guest accounts can watch video live view and use two-way audio, but can not access camera setting page.

1) Click “+” to enter the account you would like to share and click “OK” to finish.

2) Tap at the ash-bin and you are able to stop sharing camera to the selected account.
6. Video Encryption
Creating password for video then you need to enter the password to view the video every time app is run.

1) Go to Camera setting page, select “Encryption setting”, choose “Custom encryption” and “Modify”, click “OK” to set your password.

2) Enter your password twice and click “confirm”. Then you need to enter the password to watch video.
3) Go back to “Encryption setting” and choose Default encryption if you want to cancel video password encryption.

7. APP language
1) IPC360 app will recognize and match phone system languages automatically, if you want to change the app language, please change the system language of your phone.
2) If you want to change the language of camera video broadcast (Only supports English, Chinese, Japanese, Portuguese), please enter “Language & timezone” of Camera setting to choose your target language.
8. Firmware upgrade
Camera firmware can be upgraded remotely.
We suggest upgrade firmware when camera is connected with network cable since it will be more stable. This could also be done if camera is connected to wifi, but please make sure that your wifi is stable enough!
Note: Make sure to keep the camera connected to power and network during the process of upgrading. Fail to do this may result in camera crash.

9. All day recording-schedule recording time
10. Set a time for shooting angels
The camera direction can be preset.
You can preset different shooting angels of the camera according to the time you want. The camera will automatically move to the direction when the set time is reached. Supports up to 3 presets.

11. Alexa setting
This camera is compatible with Amazon Alexa. In order to support Echo Show, please update your APP to Android 3.5.0/ IOS 3.5.0 or higher. For more detailed settings, please refer to the “Echo Show business description”.

12. **ONVIF settings**
1) Camera is compatible with ONVIF. If you are not sure what is the ONVIF function, please do not enable this feature.
2) After turning on the ONVIF protocol, your video data will not be encrypted (Including transmission and storage).
3) When using the ONVIF function, the user name is admin, and the default password after reset is 123456.

![ONVIF Settings](image)

13. **Model of the LED Control (Only some models support)**
Go to camera setting page, select "LED control", choose the mode you need.
- **Auto**: LED light will be turned on/off automatically according to the environment brightness.
- **Manual**: LED light should be turned on/off manually.
- **Alert Trigger Mode**: In this mode, LED light will be triggered by alert.
- **Timing Mode**: LED light will be turned on/off by timing setting.

![LED Control Settings](image)
Brightness of LED light and Motion Tracking setting (Only some models support)

Go to the page of live view, click icon, drag to adjust the brightness of the light.

Please click icon if you need motion tracking work. Once intelligent motion tracking function is turned on, the device automatically captures and tracks the motion.